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Among a diversity of the programs for business under the term " the information technologies in corporate handle " traditionally understand " complex systems of a control automation ". Their other names "scale system of firm", "corporative informational systems" (CIS), "corporative (or complex) management system" (CMS), and "automated management systems" (AMS) are known also. The fundamental nomination of corporative systems is the operative giving the noncontradictory, authentic and structured information for acceptance of the management decisions. Such systems organize the unified information space of all activity of enterprise which is provided with its appropriate divisions or separate people fulfilling defined functions. Among them - financial department, sales and supply, service of clients, warehouse economy and logistics; manufacturing divisions. Frequently staff departments, economical and contractual services of enterprise, clerical work, counting-house department etc. are added to them. The availability of a built-in means and mechanisms in corporative management systems allows the personification inspecting of executable operations , and also access to the information and its usage. The complex management systems have, as a rule, several categories of the users. First it's so-called end users end users and system administrators and systems analysts also. In many firms these categories of the users frequently are united in one or several persons fulfilling all functions at once, what contradicts to rational organization of work and in the total increases the expenses. Though the majority of the developers names the software products administrative (management of enterprise, warehouse, finance etc.), in effect, practically all software used in corporative management, represent the registration facts and documents of financial-economic activity, discount systems with the possibility of construction of the reports and certificates` in sections premised by analytical characteristics. That is that the structured information is inserted in a data base. This structure is mortgaged by the directories, classifiers, parameters and forms of type documents connected among themselves in a different degree. Using the information available in the data base, so-called "section" is "created", "holded out", "gathered" with tools. Having received the reports and certificates, frequently called analytical, on the basis of such data the leadership can take the decisions. The type concept and type technology of work with systems of the considered class is such.
The enterprises put forward such hard and diverse requirements to the means of corporative management, that there is a necessity of their multilevel construction. Usually the system kernel is central and contains only program codes. The following conceptually important element is the built-in directions of a system, permitting as a minimum to carry out it’s attuning on work places, not changing the program codes, to realize concrete operations, to insert new forms and change the available forms of usual ones and of account documents, and to involve the other means of parametrical attuning. More advanced systems have the built-in means for creation of various enterprise models: informational, organizational, functional and other. And at last data base. 
About the application of advanced technologies promoting the perfecting of corporative management is known much less in our country. Among that, in The Wall Street Journal opinion, the given sector of the market of the applied business-programs becomes one of most dynamical recently. In its basis the number of the important factors lays: the transformation of strategic knowledge in a key resource of successful development of modern joint-stock companies, the lessons of the recent corporative scandals which have revealed the urgent necessity of boosting of inside control efficiency, the aggravation of a competition in the market of capitals and problems of social responsibility of the company. As a result the requirements to IT-provision of the following processes in the sphere of corporative management are boosted:
1.	the directors council members and top-managers cooperating during the realization of the joint-stock company strategy;
1.	the accomplishment of the supreme official’s functions of a system management of the inside control (current leadership provided with the top-managers, and supervision realized by the directors council members);
1.	the company interaction with the shareholders, other contractors and interested sides.
All chiefs of joint-stock company should regularly receive the special selection of objective, correlative reports capable of creating clear and colorful picture of the situation, in which the company is. For providing the generation of such reports by a corporative IT-system it should solve four important tasks successfully:
1.	the reaching of the inside unanimity of used indexes;
1.	providing of the maximum actuality of the information;
1.	personalizing the reports according to the concrete users needs and competence;
1.	using the basic set of efficiency indicators which covers the most important constituents of a corporative business-briefcase. Now it's possible to allocate three the most important directions, according to which the IT-instruments are developed which are used by the top-managers and the director council members for the management in the field of the inside control. The risk management, information security management compliance management are attributed to them. 




